I have been in love only once. I was twenty-one years old and lived in the city. I think of sometimes as my pretend birthplace, though I was not born there. That city was small and clean and architecturally pleasing to the eye. I can close my lids and picture the slender cherry blossom trees, tall and pink-colored, lining the wide avenues; the Tidal Basin, and the two great rivers calmly opposite one another—the Potomac and the Anacostia—where my father sometimes went to fish.

There was, I recall, an abundance of sunny days, people smiling, and the nostalgia of quickly changing seasons. I remember nothing but happiness in that city, though to be sure there were sad times, too. But these I can recall as clearly.

In that city, because neither this man nor myself had money, we often took long, rambling walks. Our shoulders now and again bumped one another, and the hair on my bare arms stood up and tingled. Some days we would stop at a sidewalk cafe and ask for a table in the uninhabited rear, near the toilets, and split the cost of a large, wet fruit salad. He fed me from his fork and I was promptly awed by his attentiveness, and, too, by the strange, new flutterings taking place in my body.

When he and I were together there was, when I walked, always a hardly perceptible, springy layer of cloud between the soles of my shoes and the hard, weather-
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killings covered the headlines. When I returned to our apartment, if he had come in I would tell the truth: that I had been out taking a walk. Or else, shamelessly, I would lie. During the night I somehow would lose sight of these wanderings and by the morning the memory was all but obliterated. At rest it all those hours, next to this his dark, regenerative body, somehow this absorbed my soul: for he never judged me, or otherwise gave indication that I was not to be trusted. It felt as if it was therefore incumbent on me not to disappoint him. As in the beginning, by sunrise it was as if I had died and been reborn all in the long, purifying interval of night giving way to the diurnal: I became my old innocent, sweet-natured self, a bit irascible but harmless. I rolled over to him and we made love, or we simply kissed one another upon our fat, ancestral lips, and the trial began all over.

One evening I met a friend of his, a certain actor from the south who was not very attractive. He was tall and absurd with his body—the perfect hick. He spoke with the customary twang in his voice, and always leaned forward to clutch a person on the shoulder when talking. I remembered he had one of those haggard stares in society names, as from a Henry James novel; Charles or Frederick.

It began simply enough. I feared him. He had no sense of moderation and satiated himself in musk-scented oils. He needed it. Of making him more desirable, this repelled me. And it did. But then I felt badly for him. He so wanted to be a part of the 'in' crowd, stylish and in the 'know' like the man I lived with, and all the others in his profession—those who paraded themselves in bright plumage and behaved as if a camera were recording every gesture. He seemed here: the outsider who longs desperately to be inside but who simply does not fit; who isn't popular or even talented, or especially well-liked, but who is merely tolerated as the embarrassing love-object of one in their ranks; who has simply lacked in a certain crowd, as I assumed I had with this man and his friends. But after a while I could not stay away from him, nor he me. We pleased each other and confessed in quick, movie-script voices:

"Don't you want me?"
"He'll find out.
"But you want me, right?"
"No."
"C'mon."

At his apartment we circled each other. He had already bathed himself in his favorite scent and it was all I could do to keep from retching. To my horror, he wore a short-sleeved, plain shirt a size too small, and loose-fitting generic blue jeans with loopy stitching on the back pockets.

"No," I thought, when he held me. He did not remind me of myself, but rather of boys I had gone to school with; boys I had admired yet had not been friendly with since they had claimed a much stronger kinsman with girls or, as he told me, in his case, with large-hipped women. Nevertheless, that first time he exuded caution for only an instant. Soon he had bruised my neck with his uneven teeth and I had torn a button off his shirt. In no time our jeans lay undone at our ankles and we ground or bodies together, liberally, as if to reach the core of some-thing we both belatedly lay concealed in the deepest recesses of the other. He did not, however, as freely muscled a body as the man I lived with. His was of a larger mass, but it was soft and there was a surprising opacity to his copper complexion; it did not give, but took. In our foremaking there was no confidence: it was all crying out and mad panic, as though we were sure the world would end because of our illicit groping. And yet I knew it was too late to turn back.

Some nights I lay next to the man I lived with and did not know him. I was twenty-three or twenty-four years old and had grown very skittish. I began to hide my various new faces from everyone who entered our lives. When friends visited I discouraged them from staying long by storming out of the room, or by showing them the door when I decided enough time had lapsed. Leaving, they merely smiled at one another or said, "Oh, Mark's just being Mark. Isn't he cuter?" I had lost my identity and I resented these people for telling me who I was, and when they'd gone I would become an emotional germant before that man; it was as though I'd gone mad. He was calm and loving, and sometimes he would say my name aloud to cool me off, or sit beside my body and ride my erect penis to exhaustion; other times he would take up his sketch pad and draw mythical figures of tall dark men with scales along their backs and a bit of schizophrenia in the eyes.

We never returned to that other city, the one we had left. He often went alone to visit his aged, alcoholic mother and I would wait for him after my nights of walking the streets. I had adapted too well to this new city: I mislaid all memory of the parades my mother had taken my brothers and I to see every year along Constitution Avenue, for the cherry blossoms. I forgot the picnics on the grounds of the Smithsonian. When I was with some other man, and not the one I lived with, I would be caught off guard sometimes by a recollection. A vivid sadness would wash over me and I would drift back in time to be with him and I would ride the Metro from the housing project where he lived with his mother into the center of that historic city. He would sit next to me and just as the doors closed he would tug his eyes. I sat in silence beside him, awed by his trick of blotting out the world through meditation, as I had been awed once by his fork between my lips. This mastery of myself was what I wanted, but I could not be confident that I would come back from such depths; therefore, I leaned upon the proven solidness of his frame for support and guidance instead of searching for it from within. I thought: I dare not risk such a journey for fear of losing myself inside my vaunted, seclusive self.

When I was twenty-five or twenty-six he came home from being weeks away and confessed his love for some other man over me. This was the summer, and while he had been away I had undergone yet another rebirth and was more determined than ever to hold my love more firmly in my grasp. I had not seen that this musk oil-wearing actor for some while, nor any other man. I had been cleaned this time not by his presence but by his very absence. It left a hole in me the size of that city which had initially nurtured our love, and I had stared bravely into it while he was gone. The depth of it stunned me: I did not want to ever be without him. I could not, I thought, survive it.
We tried to wait it out. When he left in the evenings to rendezvous with this other man I would fire up sticks of incense to burn the stench of jealousy away; I played his favorite records over and over like a mantra, especially "If Only For One Night" —a song he had serenaded me with in our courtship. I would extinguish all the lamps and, with a single white candle, sit in that heavy darkness and try to glean from Brenda Russell's mellifluous voice and, too, from the guilt I felt, what could be salvaged from my shattered world.

Eventually, it was no good. One night this occurred to me and I lay up in our left bed, sobbing. The windows were opened and all our neighbors could hear the despair flying out of my body like birds being freed from an aviary. We had often lay there ourselves listening to the desperate fucking, and the curses in English, but in Spanish too, which was the language of that part of the city. For seven hours the deluge was unceasing. The man I loved lay listening in the next room. I did not know to what extent he was aware of my infidelities, but I was sure that this was the very reason that had pushed him, finally, to form this sudden alliance. The planet had abruptly come spinning off its axis and was now shockingly out of control. I had not truly imagined that this could happen, no matter how often or rarely I stared. If anyone, I thought, reminded me of these adolescent boys from my youth —in whose arms I imagined lay my eventual salvation — it had been him all along, and yet for years I had felt that I was suffocating with him, and that simultaneously I was living the greatest pleasure a man could fabricate out of the stuff of his dreams.

Later that summer I moved out of the second floor walk-up he and I had shared in that city, into a one-bedroom affair across the bridge. I did this decisively, and yet in spite of my packed boxes I could not quite believe in my actions, or in the actions of those friends who assisted me with my belongings. It was not my body, I told myself, that this was happening to, but some other poor man's worn-out, adulterous body. I was very much like those trees across from our building, I thought, who had suffered, in years past, a similar appxeration of spirit. Like them, I felt paralyzed at having my expensive potential for love smothered so early in life, without having a lay in the matter. I shut my eyes to what seemed a ruling beyond my self-government and, instead, I fashioned an alternate reality to compete with the obviously untenable one that faced me. For months afterwards, and then for years, I convinced myself that as far as those trees were concerned, the filthy pieces of sackcloth would eventually rot and drop from around their bark-covered bodies, and with a vengeance an unprecedented blooming would occur. In my patience I vowed for a similar reanimation of justice to happen for this man and me. I clung with fingers and nails to the hope that if I were patient and good—something I had not been before, but had wanted to be and failed — then he would forgive my indiscretions and, because he had once loved me, come back to me.

After all, he was my god.